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Rec'd in PMO. C. A.
Office of Origin: 
Corps Area Case No. 
PMGO Case No. 10 □ B  
□ Routine □ Special

MEMORANDUM FOR MID
Subject: Check of MID Indices.
1. It is requested that the name of the individual on the attached questionnaire be checked against the indices of MID, and that the Investigations Division, PMGO, be advised of any information which such search may reveal.

For The Provost Marshal General:

Date (D) December 10, 1942

A separation project

From the information available to us at this time, the above-named person appears to be a loyal citizen of the United States and we do not question his loyalty and integrity. However, according to our contract, if information comes to our attention which renders his employment undesirable, we will promptly notify the interested Department and Bureau of the United States Government accordingly, and in the event this individual leaves our employ during the progress of this work, we will give notification at the time of the severance of his employment.

Employee's declaration in his own behalf, consisting of physical description, photograph, and statements of military or naval service, education, principal employment, citizenship, relatives, membership in organizations, activities from 1914 to 1918, violations of law, bonding, service in foreign governments, time-spent outside of the United States, and references are subjoined to this statement and made a part of it.
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Vice-President and Treasurer

Number A722781

NAME (14a) (LAST)  (FIRST) (14b) (MIDDLE) (14c) (COMPANY (15)

PORTER BERNARD HARDEN SEE (3) ABOVE